
EXPLORER & 

—SPECIAL STUDY OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

—DISCUSSION OF WHO CHRIST WAS 

EXPLORER (ROMC): ... I sort of just floated up to my platform 

and got very relaxed, but all of a sudden I saw myself on my 

platform in a different kind of position. It is like I have 

some kind of earphones on, like I was connected by a light 

beam... It looks like some energy earphones... and it is like 

I had some kind of typewriter, too... sort of a comical sight 

-.. but I just saw myself like I am taking some dictation... 

This beam that is a connection between an aspect of myself 

and another energy level, where I... 

We receive some dictation... and I can hear some words start. 

Sometimes I do this automatic typing where I just sit down 

and take dictation, but it is like... I see myself typing... 

and the words are coming as I am typing... I can see... it 

says... here it is... I always find myself resisting a little 

bit, but I've got to let the energy flow and let it go. Ok... 

it is coming in a typing rhythm... and the words are coming 

like this: 

We ane speaking through this method as another form of 

tapping into the consciousness Levek of this energy 

being, to help her interpret some of the experzences 

that have been taking place. We woukd Like to speak on 

the nature of consciousness and to Anterpret the ex- 

periences which have been happening. It 44 important 

to subscribe to this energy, to help ckanify the ovear- 

ak purpose of the journeys that ane taking pkace. The 

Learning can take place on many keveks through experr- 

ence, and also through the knowledge that is inter- 

preted through these expersences. 
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This Soul and energy form 44 being taken through the 

Lessons as a part of her own growth and her own Levels 

of understanding. It 44 also a method which is helphul 

in the growth of understanding of others. Therefore, 

this 445 why the specific expersences and Lessons ane 

done in many different forms, because the Learning 

process 44 a creative process, and therefore we use 

akk aspects of the creative nature of each souk. 

Creativity is the very essence of Life, and therefore 

this eneativity 4&5 a means of bringing through the 

Lessons and experiences, and a form that 445 not only 

understandabke to this souk but to others. 

We speak on the nature of consciousness because this 

4&5 what has been taking place in the journeys of this 

energy Souk. 14 45 a journey into the various Levels 

of consciousness, and ak aspects of the sekk ane in 

use —the sight, the sound, the touch, and the feel 

aspects of the physicak/time sels. But within the 

deeper Levels of the sels, there ane other dimensions 

of understanding. This is what was being interpreted 

on the Level of knowing —which is the Level which 

goes outside of time— a Level which goes into other 

dimensions Of COnsCLOUSNCSS. 

The time dimension of consciousness 4&4 that dimension 

whene alk physical senses ane at work, and therefore 

this 45 why there 44 a connection between the physical 

senses when the teachings are taking place, and when 

the energy self experiences on different Levels. It 

is through the senses and the time dimension that 

we ane able to help the sekgf interpret and understand 

what takes place because this 44 the conscious Level 
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of the souk... Lt th a Level in which an Anternpreta- 

tion 4&5 being made. But from the deeper Levels of 

expernsence, and a Level of knowing, this 44 a timeless 

Level. 14 th a difficult task to get through the 

Lessons and experiences, and the knowledge that is 

tapped into on this Level, because it is understood 

on a difgserent energy vibration. However, we must 

work now with what we have, and as we proceed we wilkl 

find other means of communicating on the other Levels 

Of consctousnesds experiences. 

We would Like to speak of a Level of consciousness 

where the human selk extsts in the Eanth foram. It is 

the physteak Level of the physical sekf being in touch 

with the similar Leveks of the Earth. And this Level 

of consciousness 44 that Level whereby the souk has 

the expersences of growth. However, it is also that 

Level whereby the souk has the expentences of question- 

ing the purpose, and doubting, and the Level whereby 

there is not the inner understanding of the higher 

purpose of expersence. The conscious Level on the 

conscious State 4s that Levek where the sekfk is taught 

to understand its own nature. These ane akso the same 

Levels that exist in the dream state of the individual. 

There ane Several aspects of this conscious Level. The 

conscious Level is that Levek whereby the soul is in 

touch with his expernsences that relate to the physical 

plane. These ane the experiences that ane interpreted 

—even in the dream state— to help the soul to under- 

stand the nature of his own experdsences and emotional 

Levels. This conscious Level 445 not a conscious Level 

as you know, because it 45 always in touch with the 

physical. 
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Often, many souls ane not even aware, on not in touch 

with their conscious Levek in the waking state, on in 

the dream state. Most souls that ane not in touch with 

their own physical attunement on the Earth Level are 

out of balance, because they are not even aware of the 

energy flows —even in the waking state. These souls 

ane Living out of bakance because they are not even in 

controk of their own energy that flows through their 

mental selves and through their emotional selves. 

A Lange part of human nature is in this position, to 

be not awake to the happenings of the conscious Level 

of extstence, which take in thein nelationship to 

thein physical senses, thein physicak seks, and also 

to the energy Levels of the Earth. Therefore, befsorea 

Souk is able to tap into the deeper aspects of the 

bekk —the knowing aspects that tap into other dimen- 

bLonS— it 45 extnemeLy important to break through 

this Level of consciousness, to become awane of where 

the sekk is, not onky in nekation to itsels but also 

in rekation to 444 centering point in the universe on 

this Levek. AS each souk gets in touch with its centenr- 

dng point on each Level of consciousness, At then 44 

abLe to move into another state and another aspect of 

4th own dimensions. But it 445 Amportant to come into 

that knowing Level, of even the consciousness Levels. 

Therefore, each souk must break through those barriers 

that would keep 4t fnom experiencing 4ts own nature. 

It 445 Ampontant for souls to not withdraw from exper- 

Lences of alk types, to be invokved in all Levels of 

nelLationships and alk Levels of experience on the 

Eanth plane, and to be open to an understanding of 
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thein consciousness. The desine to know the seks isa 

very important aspect of breaking into this first 

Level of human consciousness. That desine to know 44 

the 4inrst Amportant aspect. There are many souls who 

desine not to know, who cut off an understanding of 

the true nature of the sels. And therefore, this fear 

of knowing wikl put a barrier, and can Lock an energy 

bekk into one position during this whole time span of 

Eanth Life. However, souls ane often forced to have 

expersences they fear, S50 this is why on the Earth 

Revek many types of experiences have to be set up for 

the souk to experience mone, and break through to 

other Levels... because 4t is Amportant for them to 

break through to other Levels. 

This is where the cyckes of the... what 446 called the 

death cyckes and what ane considered tragedies on the 

Eanth Level, ane actuakly cyckes that humans have to 

go into in orden to break into other Levels of con- 

schousness. Some souls, when they expertence the 

breakages of time and expertence, the Losses of other 

energy forms around them can open up into an undenr- 

standing of seks through experiences. But there are 

other souls who go further into Locking themselves 

into a time capsule which means that the emotions are 

put around the seks —-the emotions of fear, and very 

much the emotion of self-protection from s4nner 

knowledge. 

The emotion of fear comes from that fear of hurt which 

4s the fear of destnuction. But the important aspect 

of growth is to have these protections destroyed around 

this being, this selk, S40 that the forms that have been 

buikt around the self can be destroyed; those emotional 
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thought-forms that hold the sels down. Ads they are 

destroyed, the soul is then able to go into the 

aspects of consciousness whene there is the knowing 

and the understanding and the flowing of energy that 

4s on a timeless Level. 

There ane souks that ane Living in this understanding 

and in this higher energy flow —a higher conscious- 

ness Level— who Live on the Eanth plane. These are 

souls that ane working on the exchange of energy where 

they ane helping other energy forms in an understand- 

ing of thein higher selves. 

We speak on this because this is the aspect of what 

we ane heLping to teach thts soul... 14 45 Amportant 

fon this souk to break through those barriers that 

have been buskt anound... barniens that have been 

built not only ina Lifespan of this Lifetime, but 

often, of many Lifetimes. This is the very essence 

of why a souk steps into the physical body: to be 

able to break through the time barrier of the con- 

Sehousness —the Earth's consciousness, the physical 

consctousness— into that timelessness of knowing, 

and that timelessness of being in the highest form 

of energy that is within each pattern of each energy 

bekgk. This pattern 44 there within the very nature of 

consciousness, and within the conseriousness of all 

Living forms. And as each souk is abke to break 

through the barriers into an understanding of their 

own £Low and rhythm, and an understanding of their 

own attunement with the universal patterns, 4t 4b 

then that the great creativity flows —the timeless 

energies that flow through the souk on the sels, the 
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the timeless knowkedge and the timeless experiences 

that help the souk to grow into the understanding of 

the purpose of existence. 

This has been the basic reason fon bringing this souk 

through the various Levels of experience: fust to help 

her break through the barriers of experience. This is 

a skow process, but it is akso a process whereby every 

Souk must operate. Every souk has many factors working 

at akk times; there are many dimensions and patterns 

that ane a part of the inner and the outer natures. Ad 

a souk gets into attunement with alk of the patterns 

—but 4t begins with the inner pattern as it follows 

Anto the flow of its inner attunement— there is a 

breakthrough into many dimensions, and into many pat- 

terns of Life and of understanding of alk knowkedge, 

as akk the knowfedge that exists within the universe 

AS Aight within the pattern of every soul, the pattern 

of every seks. There is that polar existence of the 

highest form of energy, the highest form of Light, and 

akso the polar aspect —the other poke— that helps to 

bring the balance. It is Like the Eanth with its north 

and south pokes... the magnets that attract and also 

that help to keep bakance. 

There 44 within each souk the polar existence, the 

higher, the opposites that help to keep balance, and 

this is why souls come into situations where they 

operate on energy Levels that help to bring them into 

forms of balance that are normal, and are ona Level 

whene the souk 445 not in contnok of these methods 

whereby they ane helped to be brought into balanced 

points. But once a souk i& awakened to the knowledge 
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of 4t5 own exdtstence, through the desine to know, to 

be, and to become, and to come into oneness with all 

conschousness Levels, then there is an ultimate 

eneativity that flows and brings the souk into the 

timekess Level of exrtstence while in the physical 

body. 

MONROE: From your perspective, from the specific viewpoint 

from which you are speaking, are there any specific messages 

that might help us at this moment? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: This Specific point is to use the 

knowledge which you have received, always to put these 

principles into action, and to put them into use. And 

by using principles that you receive, they ane your 

guidance; and through that guidance that comes through 

all the Levels, which seems to be a oneness, the 

principle that seems to come up again and again. Put 

these always into action in your own Life and into the 

work that you ane doing. Ads these principles ane put 

Anto action, 44 48 Like nokkLing a bakk down a hill 

—it wikk go on 4t5 own energy. 14 wih work on its 

own energy Levels. This 45 why we teach these various 

—these Lessons ane being taught— that unless they 

ane put into action, there wikl be a stopping point, 

and the energy Levels of those who know —once you 

know what you must do, 44 you know and do not do it, 

there 44 mone of a destnuctive blockage in your energy 

than 44 you do not know... You must put the principles 

to work in your own kife. And as you put these prin- 

ciples to work, then they become alive and ane opera- 

ting ina very Live form. 
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MONROE: Thus, the more I, myself, personally put them into 

application, it would be more effective to spread among 

others, is that true? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: That 44 the devine principle that you 

ane awane of, and that most souls ane aware of, but 

ane not operating on. That 44 the ony principle: as 

we live that which we believe, it becomes a reality. 

And that ts the Lesson which the Christ came to teach 

the Earth, not only to show that way —not to takk 

about that way, but to Live that way. And therefore, 

as each souk Lives that which it truly believes, it 

wikhk be a shining example for others in mone ways than 

one. 

MONROE: Who was, then, the Christ that came to us? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: The Christ was the highest Level of 

consciousness that was released in human form. It was 

that Level of consciousness that is the highest Level 

of energy and Light that came into a human body to 

show the human Level that within each sels, each form, 

there is that very highest sels, that highest energy 

Sekk. This Christ consciousness came into the human 

form to show Man that it is possible for akhk souks, 

even in the physical Level, to be neleased into that 

very highest seks; because as souls are rekeased into 

that highest seks, there ts no time 

There is no time in consciousness... that highest 

consciousness within the Earth body on Eanth Level 

of consciousness... 4t does not matter. The only 

Level is that Level which exists in timelessness. 
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This highest Light-being, the highest souk of the 

highest form came to Earth to show the Eanth Levee 

that there is no separation, that there is only the 

highest energy Level of consciousness, which is that 

Levek of Love. 

The highest form of power 44 not physical power. The 

highest form of power is the highest Level of love. 

Therefore, this consciousness, this Christ conscious- 

ness that came in the form of a man called Jesus, knew 

and expersenced the highest Levels of power —and that 

4& the Levek of love. 

Power 45 misinterpreted on the physical Level, to mean: 

that which 4’ «acquined», and that which is used to 

Separate one from another, to make one Stand out asa 

stnongenr ego or a mone important seLk. This ids how 

many Souls Anterpret «power», and they separate them- 

Sekves from themselves and from others. The Christ 

consciousness woukd not accept the Eanth interpretation 

of «power», but Lived in the highest Level of Love at 

akk times, and was tn communion with alk souls on all 

Levels. 

Souls that ane out of tune with themselves Live ina 

State of threat because of this very high energy that 

threatens to invade them and to nekease them. And this 

4s& why Jesus, the physical person, was destroyed: 

because 44 was difficult for those who were of a dif- 

ferent Level of enlightenment to receive this very 

high power of energy, which seemed to contradict their 

own natures. Therefore, they turned upon this energy, 

trying to destroy thein own... it was a way of trying 
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to destnoy the threat of being released into knowing 

and understanding themselves. They rifled the physical 

body of the man called Jesus, which mereky released 

this energy and this knowledge to many others. 

Down through the ages, through time, there has been a 

misinternpretation of this Christ because he has been 

used in other, different forms of energy, different 

forms of power. Man has taken the Life of this very 

high Love-energy being, this very high self which is 

the god-head, and has brought him down into his own 

Level of consciousness, and has interpreted his Like 

on his own Level, and therefore, has pulled this un- 

derstanding down into the Earth Levels of conscious- 

ness An many ways. This 44 why 4t 4b interpreted so 

differently —the Life of this Christ— because each 

Selk, each religious onder, 44 on a different Level 

of consciousness, and can onky interpret that which 

dt knows and understands. This i5 why the important 

truth is that which 4&4 understood on the knowing 

level, on the living level. 

The Chrtist consciousness that came to kifke on Earth 

Ak SLALR that pure consciousness, but the interpre- 

tations of thts conscrtousnesds vary a miklionfold 

according to consciousness Levels of the Earth, and 

the consciousness of those time organizations that 

Anterpret what they can understand. But as this 

Christ has been interpreted in the wrong way, that 

45 where many souks get Locked into the wrong under- 

standings, because instead of truky tuning in, and 

knowing, and expertencing that Chrrist-selkg withrn, 

they Lock themselves into interpretations that can 

hinder them. 
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The true knowledge, the true understanding, is that 

which comes from the tuning in, the true self tuning 

dn to the taue nature of ak other consciousness 

Levels anound. And that true nature of Christ stile 

exists on the Earth. That true natune that walked in 

the physical plane is stihl of that very highest 

Levek, and it 44 possrble for souks to tap into that 

true natune. But to tray to interpret that true nature 

4s a means of destroying and holding down and putting 

kimitations upon this nature. 

Tt 445 not sAmportant for Man to try to interpret with 

his mind, on to put down what he conceives. It 44 mone 

dmportant for Man to tune in to his own nature, that 

knowing level, and then he knows and understands the 

tauth. But, by taying to interpret what he thinks ts 

the truth, 44 45 often kimiting. It 4&8 often not only 

kimiting the seks, but akso Limiting many others by 

false concepts. 

The Christ came truly to show how to live the truth, 

and this is the only principle which is the most im- 

portant in the Eanth Level. It ts to Live those 

truths which you know within your being to be import- 

ant —to be with that which does not bring separation. 

The Christ consciousness wads separated from nothing. 

That is why the death of the body was merely a point 

of release. It was that Lesson that the Earth Level 

had to Learn: that the Eanth continually Limits «1tsels 

by cutting off that which it tauky needs to know. And 

the cutting off of this Christ consciousness was Ssym- 

bolic of how individual souks wikl cut off and try to 

RiLL their own true natures. This 448 the meaning of 

the Christ consciousness, as he Lived on the Earth. 
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MONROE: Was this the only instance in which such a 

consciousness came into the Earth level? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: This consciousness Lives in ak. It 

4s An every Souk, But Lt comes in different forms of 

enkightenment. The Christ consciousness has come down 

dn many forms during the Earth existence, and this is 

that consckousness which is released. There are now 

many Leveks of the Christ consciousness. We shakk say 

that the Christ consciousness exists in every soul, 

because the Christ consciousness is that true con- 

Sceiousness, that highest Level of consciousness in 

akk matter. It is that very highest foam. 

MONROE: But has it appeared, or does it appear, or is it 

now, or in the past, in another consciousness, just as 

Jesus was? Has there been other instances such as that? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: Yes, as we say, there have been 

other instances where the Christ consciousness has 

appeared, but it has been different degrees to which 

4t has been released to the Earth. 

MONROE: Are any of these any that we are familiar with? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: There ane some that you ane familiar 

with, but there ane many that you ane not, because, 

often, the Christ consciousness can appear within the 

most simple of beings, the most beautiful of souls that 

Live the greatest simplicity and Love. But the highest 

form of the Christ consciousness has come into those 

who have not necetved the great world nenown and the 

great workd recognition. There have been many souks 

who have Lived upon the Eanth and who have been released 
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into this higher consciousness... And, because they 

have, they have not accepted on received the recogni- 

tion, because the Christ consciousness 4& the highest 

form of Love, and it 44 not a form of power and 

recognition. 

This 45 a veny difficult discussion, because to under- 

Stand the true nature of the Christ consetousness, it 

As difficult to describe the true meaning of that which 

4s neak. To put into words ts to Limit it by the very 

natune of putting it into words. This 44 a form of 

kimiting the true meaning of God, the true meaning of 

Christ. The way to truly understand is to know and to 

expertence this nature. 

MONROE: Yes, I truly understand the difficulty. Is there one 

now physically alive in the Earth who is of this Christ 

consciousness? 

EXPLORER/ENERGY-BEING: This 44 the misunderstanding of Man, 

to think that one souk wilh return just as the form of 

Jesus. 14 448 not the way that it is to be understood. 

The Chnasst consciousness 44 akive within all Levels of 

conscertousness, and, as 4t 445 awakened in each soul, as 

At ih nekLeased and awakened, it is that much more ne- 

Leased and awakened in the whole universe. This 44 the 

misunderstanding that a being, in the form of one Such 

as Jesus, would return. 

The message that the Christ, that Jesus came to bring, 

4b that akk ane the Christ consciousness. Therefore, 

you ane the Christ conserousness, I am the Chrrst con- 

SeLousness, this Souk (ROMC) 445 the Christ conscious- 

ness —but the Christ consciousness Seeking to be 
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neLeased, seeking to know its own nature. The Christ 

consciousness 45 that consciousness which is the high- 

est Level of alk Like. 14 is that Level of complete 

attunement and knowing. 

The misundenstanding 44 that a being would appear in 

some way of power. But those who appear upon the Earth 

and chaim to be the Chatst consciousness... this ib a 

Sign that the souls that seek to be necognized as the 

great ego, that seek to be recognized and have the 

energies come to them... this i4 a Sign that energies 

ane in the wrong place. This 44 a Sign that the souk 

dh not nekeased into its highest form of consciousness, 

because the Chnist-sekf does not seek the recognition, 

to be set aside and put up into Levels of energy where 

others wikk send thein —to worship and to adore, and 

to idokize— this is not the purpose for which the 

Chrtst consctousness came. The man Jesus came to show 

an example that all have that same power, that all ane 

a pant of that, and therefore, beware of those who come 

and say that they ane the Return of Chrtst, because 

they are at the oppostte pole of energy. They are the 

negative pokes that ane seeking recognition in the 

whong ways, and are drawing the energies to them that 

distract the human enengies of people... 

As the energies of souls Look to another to neceive all 

thein knowledge, and to say that another is to be 

worshipped and adoned, that takes the attention away 

from going within and knowing the truth from within the 

Sekk. Therefore, no souk is to find the perfect being 

outside of themseLves. There 45 no such thing as the 

perfect being outside. The souk that is distracted from 

going within is going through a waste of energy. 
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Every sels, every souk, is a teacher of another souk. 

Every souk ib a Student, and every souk 4&5 here to 

Leann and to teach. This 44 why we say that when you 

find these souks that are seeking to be recognized, 

this 45 what 4&4 considered the Anti-Christ, because 

this 4& the false enengies that distract the humans 

and take humans away from thein neal journey of knowing 

the Chrtst-sekf within —knowing that oneness. And the 

only journey is that journey that each individuak must 

take akone —the expersencing, the knowing, that comes 

from the cnner attunement. And the souks that Live on 

the power of the ego trip have a Long way to go in 

thein journeys, because they ane Limiting themselves 

to centain Levels of consciousness, and thereksonre, ane 

kimiting many others. Any souk that attracts and draws 

from other souks the energies that they use, for the 

ego satisfaction, ane merely putting themselves... 

and also hindering the growth of other souks. 

The true teacher, the true saviour, 40 to Speak, is the 

one that teaches souks to tap into themselves, to know 

the truth from their own being, and not to idolize them 

and Say that they ane the God. ALL souks ane the God- 

Bekgk. And as each souk 445 awane and taps into that 

higher understanding from within, they are aware from 

within that there ane no Levels. There ane truly no 

Levels within neakity. There 44 only that knowkedge, 

there ts onky that understanding, that knowing of the 

highest form of energy which is that Love neleased. 

MONROE: One final question. What about our churches that 

exist in our Earth today? Where do they fit into this concept? 
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EXPLORER/ENERGY~BEING: The churches ane concepts in them- 

Selves that have been created through concepts. They 

ane manifestations of concepts. And, as they have 

manifested through various Levels of consciousness, 

they have within them elements of the truth, but also, 

they have Limiting factors because they are outer 

aAnternpretations, and they ane Limiting because they 

ane working on the physical Levek. It is where 

concepts have been taken and have been interpreted on 

a second Level. 

Each time a concept is interpreted, it gets further 

from the tauth. It is veay difficult to describe this 

principle, but every nekigion that exists on the Earth 

45 a congkomenation of many thought-forms that have 

been put into a Larger thought-form. This does not mean, 

however, that it is the tauth in itsels; it is not the 

tnuth. The only truth is that within the sels which is 

dn touch with knowkedge, and the knowing, and the reaki- 

zation. Therefore, the institutions that exist ane of a 

Second dimension. It 445 of a different dimension. There- 

fore, 4t 48 further from the truth, because it is an 

Antenpretation of the truth; it 48 not the truth itsels. 

And by 4t4 very nature, it can be Limiting. 

However, souls ane attracted to that which they need 

for thein growth. Therefore, they ane ina certain Level 

of consciousness where they ane attracted to those Levels 

of consciousness on the Earth pkane that ane similar to 

their own —to go through patterns, to break through 

patterns, not only within sels, but through these outer 

patterns as well, 
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Tt 45 Amportant in the growth of the souk to work 

through certain thought-forms on concepts, and to work 

through them and release them, and, as this happens, 

often souls can come ckhoser to the truth. There are 

often no mestakes. Souls choose to come into certain 

Situations. There ane many thousands of different 

nekrgrious bekiegs because there ane this many different 

concepts that have been created. But the concept is one 

Step from the tauth. But, again, this 44 on the physical 

Levek, and the human self has to go through certain ex- 

perzsences on the physical Level and to break through 

these various thought-forms. 

Experiences can happen to help rekease the soul into 

4th own knowkedge. Therefore, the churches themselves 

ane not any different than other thought institutions. 

The thought-forms go through many, many Levels as well. 

This. 44 why the churches and alk institutions go 

through akk Levels of Life and death. 

It 45 onky when the death comes that Life truly happens, 

just as the example of the Christ Jesus who Lived. 

Tt was only when death came that the seks was truly 

neLeased. And the death of these thought-forms, the 

death of the churches, show that they ane not neakity. 

As the death of these thought-forms come, as many 

churches go through cycles —all cyckes... everything 

that is... even a thought-form is alive— and theregsore, 

4t goes through cycles of growth, and these patterns are 

akk important in the growth of the souk. Therefore, we 

ane Saying that they ane not the truth in themselves, 

but they ane paths; they are just aspects along the way 

to the truth... END OF RECORDING 


